


Uncompromising dedication to quality and 
staunch commitment to design, identified in clear 
and modern form, have naturally allowed for 
another evolutionary step of GIR company, this 
time in the form of an author collection.

New series of GIR products is marked by a 
modern character, but also the spirit of the 
heritage of the Balkans, along with a strong 
emphasis on technology and design, a trait that 
made our company renowned throughout 
Europe.



Seating



Brida Collection
by Grupa Studio

Brida represents the result of combining modern technology of 
processing wood and meticulous handcraftsmanship. 
The collection consists of a chair with armrests and a chair without 
an armrest. Uniqueness of the series can be seen in the detail of a 
slantwise cut edge which moves through a continuous line which 
binds the armrest and the backrest.
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Woodlock Chair
by Redesign Studio

This chair with or without armrests represents a rarely used 
construction principle of connecting the backrest and front leg with 
a transversal reinforcement. The chair has an extremely compacted 
and fluid shape, and the intertwining of “locked” girders gives the 
chair a tremendous rigidity and surprisingly small weight. 
Woodlock chair is a technologically demanding solution made by 
the most advanced modern wood processing technology.
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Catapult Swing
by Miljana Nikolić

Catapult is a swing for indoor use with a seat and plywood girders 
intended for relaxation or active work in residential or business 
environment. Catapult swing is a blend of functionality and 
comfort, small enough for indoor use but also large enough to 
provide comfort; it allows the user to be active, but also rest and 
relax at the same time.





Sofa
by Studio AUTORI

Sofa is piece of furniture designed special for GIR Store.
It emphasizes the beauty and the process that wood has to go 
through till it makes it into the hands of customers.





Tables



Klin Table
by Numen / For use

Klin table system is inspired by the structure of rural agricultural 
tools of the Alps. Basic wooden profile is partially cut through the 
central axis which allows for the widening of smaller parts by 
using wedges. The result is a characteristic Y shape consisting of a 
unique base and two high-strung lateral forks. 



Woodlock Chair / Klin Table



Klin Round Table
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202 Table
by Marko Oljača

Table 202 project is inspired by the structure of the Đavolja Varoš 
natural phenomenon and represents an interpretation of that 
structure. The bond between the legs and the table plate represents 
a stylization of the Palaeolithic phase in the genesis of Đavolja 
Varoš.



202 Table / Brida Chair



Polytop Tables
by Redesign Studio

The collection of coffee tables typifies the ability of spatial 
positioning into compatible geometrical compositions. Simply 
joining two tables and aligning their base edges creates a desired 
appearance of the interior. Set of four coffee tables of different 
proportions varies from a wide and low with a hexagonal base to a 
tall and narrow with a triangle base.
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Antipata Table / Eclipse Table Lamp

Polytop Tables
by Redesign Studio

The collection of coffee tables typifies the ability of spatial 
positioning into compatible geometrical compositions. Simply 
joining two tables and aligning their base edges creates a desired 
appearance of the interior. Set of four coffee tables of different 
proportions varies from a wide and low with a hexagonal base to a 
tall and narrow with a triangle base.



Antipata Table / Opozit Wall Mirror



Sinteza Table
by Redesign Studio

Sinteza table represents the stylization of new wood with the metal 
frame support. The item’s construction creates a strong structure 
that holds the tabletop and, at the same time, creates a fruit bowl 
above the tabletop, where one can storage various other items such 
as cups or flowerpots. 



Trifora Side Table
by Đorđe Čukanović

This piece is made of ten identical elements which form a circle 
in order to make the pillar that serves as a support for a removable 
top plate. This type of construction allows for the combining of 
different materials and oak into one piece. Although the base 
elements are geometrically very straightforward, their 
production requires an excellent expertise in oak wood and a 
remarkable craftsmanship of processing material. 





Storage



Metal Frame Rack
by Studio AUTORI

Modular set of shelves, is intended to be the elements that are 
adaptable to different spaces and purposes. The base of these 
pieces is made of a light steel construction which is upgraded by 
different wooden elements such as shelves, lockers and drawers. 



Brida Chair / 202 Table / Metal Frame Rack 2X
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Totem Shelf
by Redesign Studio

Design of the shelf originates from the logic of packing 
construction elements by the smaller-into-bigger principle. This 
approach results in tilting the lateral sides and gradual shortening 
of the storage space. Assembling the shelf module upwards creates 
a harmonious stepped structure which has a suitable shape to be 
positioned by the wall or freely in space. 



Totem Shelf / Sofa



Lighting



XL Lamp
by Marko Oljača

This piece is inspired by the fact that an interaction represents a 
form of action in which two or more objects influence each other. 
The XL lamp gives a user the option of changing the shape of the 
object, which prompts an interaction between two objects.





Kotlić Lamp
by Studio Presek

Kotlić lamp is a result of stylization of items from everyday use 
which have a tripod shape and which are a part of Serbian tradition 
and culture. This kind of shape is frequently represented in Serbian 
household items: footstools, hat stands, tripods which hold cooking 
pots etc.  





Eclipse Lamp
by Studio Presek

Eclipse lamps are the stylizations of the solar eclipse. The bulb 
presents the Sun, and the panel presents the Moon.
They have removable decorative panels that give the lamps a 
strong ornamental light effects. Panels are available in black & 
white steel and nature wood, they come in transparent or flat 
nontransparent versions.





Accessories



Oblo Coat Hanger
by La Mamba Studio

Oblo coat hanger comes in two sizes. Made in ash wood and 
designed for collective and residental spaces.
In a fruitful effort to blend simplicity with formality we have 
chosen ash wood as the only material that give shape to this 
hanger. Versatile finishing with high-end durable material, allow 
Oblo coat hanger to perfectly fit into our customer needs.

Oblo Coat Hanger / Brida Chair





Klin Table / Pendulum Mirror

Pendulum Mirror
by La Mamba Studio

The mirror collection is inspired by the pendulum and its 
movement, which made us consider an object that can be close and 
far away. We decided to apply this concept to an everyday object 
- a mirror, as it seemed like a fun way to move closer or further 
away from it. The marble base provides stability while a small, 
elegant handle acts as a tool to zoom in. 





Opozit Wall Mirror
by Numen / For use

This item has a clean and minimalist form and represents a balance 
between aesthetics and functionality, line and surface, the full and 
the empty. Opozit is consisted of a steel pipe that forms an O 
construction and which is filled with circle mirror. The mirror is 
adaptable to every type of space, public or private, and offers the 
option for storing accessories.

Opozit Wall Mirror / Antipata Table
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